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Welcome and Thank You!

#launchnebraska

@NDE_TLA

@schoolkitgroup

• Last Thursday’s webinar, Frameworks and Support Using 
Zearn Math, is posted including slides, tools, and 
templates.

• Webinar and slides archived at: 
https://www.launchne.com/professional-learning-and-resources/

• Continue the conversation!

https://www.launchne.com/professional-learning-and-resources/


Summer Learning and Beyond: 
Professional Learning Series

• A webinar series designed to provide clear, actionable 
information for school districts/school systems.

• Aligned with Continuity of Learning Plans.

• Our first focus is preparing for summer learning.

• Later, we’ll focus on preparing for the coming school year.

Our partner: SchoolKit



• Director of Literacy at SchoolKit

• Former teacher and curriculum 
developer

• Based in Philadelphia, PA

• Aspiring home chef and chronic “just 
one more bedtime story?” pushover

Meet Julia



Session Norms:

• Use the Q & A feature if you have questions about 
technology or logistics

• Go to “View Options” to exit full screen to access 
the links in your web browser.

• Recorded session and this PPT deck will be 
available at www.launchne.com. 

#launchnebraska

@NDE_TLA

@schoolkitgroup

http://www.launchne.com/


Chat Feature

• Use “Chat” when prompted to 

respond
• During whole group shares “Chat All 

Panelists”



The Potential Impact in ELA

A predicted 

learning loss of 

at least 30%



Three Guiding Principles

1. Put people first

When Planning for Teachers’ and 

Students’ Return to School:

2. Integrate, don’t remediate

3. Keep it simple (and focused)



Session Focus:

This session will explore evidence-based 
practices that address unfinished learning in 
literacy, guided by a clear vision for literacy 
instruction, the Nebraska ELA Instructional 

Shifts, and high-quality instructional materials.



You’ll remember from the Math webinar…



Instead of: “What 
standards did my students 
miss this spring?” 

Ask: “What knowledge 
and supports do my 
students need most in 
order to access this text? 

In ELA, the Approach is Different 



The Importance of Knowledge

The Baseball Study (Recht & Leslie, 1988)
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Measure of Comprehension

Knowledge has 

a much greater 

impact on 

comprehension 

than generalized 

“reading ability”. 



How do we address unfinished 
learning in literacy in an equitable

and shifts-aligned way?

Let’s dig in!

Our Essential Question



Nebraska’s ELA Instructional Shifts



An Equitable and Shifts-Aligned Approach

When Addressing Unfinished Learning in ELA: 

• Identify and address potential gaps in 

knowledge (vs. isolating standards/skills for re-

teaching)

• Plan to “stay the course” with high-quality 

instructional materials and grade-level content 



•Print Concepts 

•Phonological 
Awareness 

•Phonics and Word 
Recognition 

• Fluency 

A Note About Foundational Skills (K-3) 

Progression of Skills 

We must provide 

targeted and systematic

foundational skills 

instruction to all students 

who need it. 



Topic Length

Getting Started 10 minutes

Addressing Unfinished Learning in ELA: The 

Importance of Grade-Level, Complex Texts
30 minutes

Identifying and Addressing Foundational Skills 

Unfinished Learning 
15 minutes

Next Steps & Looking Ahead 5 minutes

Session Agenda:



“The clearest differentiator in reading 
between students who are 

college ready and students who are not 
is the ability to comprehend complex 

texts.”

We must provide ALL students authentic practice reading 
complex texts with appropriate teacher support. 

Why is this so important?



During an observation of a 7th grade class, you 
notice students working in stations.  In one station, 
students are  finding the theme of multiple short, 

unrelated paragraphs. In the other, they are 
determining the meaning of unknown words in 

context.

Let’s imagine…

While reviewing a 10th grade teacher’s unit 

plan, you notice that the teacher replaced 

the anchor text 1984 for the more accessible 

text The Giver, typically taught in 6th grade.

In the ELA grade-level meeting, you observe the 4th

grade team creating a ‘remediation’ unit to reteach 

isolated skills missed in the last unit of the 3rd grade. They 

also make a list of students who were not able to 

access virtual lessons in the spring, and plan for the 

reading specialist to pull these students from ELA once a 

week to receive interventions. 

The 4th grade ELA team creates high, 

medium, and low versions of a complex 

article from their curriculum by replacing 

vocabulary words, editing sentence 

structure and deleting paragraphs.



•Spending the beginning of the year teaching 
isolated skills and standards that students 
missed (and focusing on skills in class) 

•Replacing or adjusting complex texts in a high 
quality curriculum (e.g. changing vocabulary 
or simplifying sentence structure) 

•Revisiting or teaching units from earlier grades

Common Pitfalls: Teachers



•Making assumptions about students who 
unresponsive or underperformed during virtual 
learning in the 19-20 SY

•Pulling students who struggle out of ELA 
instruction to focus on “remediations” 

•Assigning some students to online literacy 
intervention programs instead of core instruction

Common Pitfalls: Leaders 



“The types of texts that teachers use with their 
students is an issue of equity: Teachers must 
provide a text diet rich with difficult texts to 

adolescents, including those who may struggle 
when reading them, to ensure equitable literacy 

instruction for all.”

“Struggle is Not a Bad Word” (Lupo, Strong, & Smith 2018)

(Hiebert, 2017; Tatum, 1999)

What makes this approach problematic? 



Impact on Students Over Time 

The Opportunity Myth (TNTP 2019)



You may be wondering…

What should we 
do instead? 

Ensure that ALL students have 

consistent access to grade-level 

instruction rooted in complex texts. 

What does this look like?



•Read the ”Vision of Success” Case Study  

•As you read, reflect: How did teachers 
ensure that all students had access to the 
complex, grade-level anchor text? 

Addressing UL in ELA: Vision of Success

https://tinyurl.com/ELAScenarioNDE



Let’s hear from you!

How did teachers ensure 
that all students had access 
to the complex, grade-level 

anchor text?

Chat your reflections!



Putting the Research Into Action: Leaders 

High-quality instructional 
materials matter. 



• If you have HQ Instructional Materials: Stay the course! 
• ELA Teachers should start teaching Unit 1 of at-grade-level 

content in the fall. 

• If you have not yet adopted HQ Instructional Materials: 
• Long Term: Start thinking about curriculum adoption as part 

of your long-term strategy for school improvement

• Short Term: Monitor and evaluate the instructional materials 
your teachers are using, and point them in the direction of 
high-quality resources 

Putting the Research into Action: Leaders



Instructional Materials Evaluation 
& Adoption 

Resource Spotlight 

Teacher Resources from 

Student Achievement Partners



Teachers must adjust the level of support they 
provide, NOT the complexity level of the text itself. 

Putting the Research Into Action: Teachers

• Build knowledge through reading 

• Provide vocabulary support

• Support students with fluency

• Ask scaffolded text-dependent questions 



Student Achievement 
Partners:

“Supporting All Learners 
with Complex Text”

Resource Spotlight 



Avoid Making Assumptions 

•Utilize classroom formative assessment data to 
identify needs and determine appropriate 
scaffolds and supports

•Group students flexibly and change groupings 
frequently as needs evolve 

Putting the Research into Action: Teachers



• Stay the course with high-quality ELA 
Instructional Materials (start with Unit 1 at 
grade level).

• Scaffold to the texts and tasks; do not 
change or replace them. 

• Ensure all students are given consistent 
access to unedited complex texts (with 
supports) and HQIM 

In Summary: Key Actions

DO…



• Spend the beginning of the year teaching isolated 
skills and standards that students missed 

• Replace or adjust complex texts in a high quality 
curriculum (e.g. changing vocabulary or simplifying 
sentence structure) 

• Revisit or teach units from earlier grades

In Summary: Common Pitfalls

DON’T…



Consider your 
school/district and 

role. How might you 
apply this learning in 

your context?

In a moment…

But first…let’s find out who’s joining us today!



What is your role? 
• State-level Leader
• ESU Leader 
• School-based Leader
• Instructional Coach
• Interventionist
• Teacher
• Other

Let’s Take a Poll!



Consider your 
school/district and 

role. How might you 
apply this learning in 

your context?

Chat your reflections!

Pause and Reflect



Topic Length

Getting Started 10 minutes

Addressing Unfinished Learning in ELA: The 

Importance of Grade-Level, Complex Texts
30 minutes

Identifying and Addressing Foundational Skills 

Unfinished Learning 
15 minutes

Next Steps & Looking Ahead 5 minutes

Session Agenda:



Phonemic Awareness 

Phonics

Fluency 

Vocabulary 

Comprehension 

The “Big Five”



“Students who fail to decode with 
automaticity will fail to read with fluency, 
and students who fail to read with fluency 
will fail to comprehend the rich complex 
text needed to succeed in college, work 
and life.”

(“Why a Structured Phonics Program is Effective” Liben 2017)

Foundational Skills are Critically Important 



NE Foundational Reading Standards 

The NE ELA Standards 
account for students 

learning the foundations 
of reading. 



A progression of 
skills that must be 

taught 
systematically

How and why is the approach different? 



How can we intervene to support students with 
foundational skills unfinished learning?

1. Use diagnostic assessments to identify 
missed learning

2. Address gaps by teaching missed 
foundational skills in the sequence to all 
students who need them 

Addressing UL: Foundational Skills



We cannot make 
assumptions about students’ 
decoding abilities when they 

come back to school. 

We MUST find out where they 
are on that developmental 

trajectory.

Why does assessment matter? 



1. Screening 

2. Diagnostic

3. Progress Monitoring 

Types and Purposes of Assessments



Resource Spotlight



How can we intervene to support students with 
foundational skills unfinished learning?

1. Prioritize diagnostic assessments to identify 
missed learning

2. Address gaps by teaching missed 
foundational skills in the sequence to all 
students who need them 

Addressing UL: Foundational Skills



How might you approach this? 

• High-Quality Foundational 
Skills curriculum in K-2

• Diagnostic assessments 
indicate many or most 
students have gaps that 
align with missed units 
during school closures 

• Diagnostic assessments 
indicate students are at 
various points along the 
progression for FS 

• Time exists in schedule for 
literacy intervention 
(outside of core instruction)

Teaching Missed Units from Last Year Using Intervention Strategically 



Individualized Reading Improvement Plan 

An Individualized Reading 
Improvement Plan (IRIP) 

describes the targeted systems 
of supports and supplemental 

reading interventions a students 
will receive to accelerate 

literacy development. 



Make Foundational Skills a Priority 
•Create and Protect Time
• For teacher planning and Skills instruction  

•Determine a plan for Assessment
• Select and administer approved assessments
• Support teachers in analyzing and responding 
to data

•Create IRIPs for students who require them 

In Summary: Key Leader Actions



Key Point: We must provide 
targeted and systematic

foundational skills instruction to 
students who need it. 

Supporting Foundational Skills UL



Read-At-Home 
Plan for Student 

Success 

Resource Spotlight



Topic Length

Getting Started 10 minutes

Addressing Unfinished Learning in ELA: The 

Importance of Grade-Level, Complex Texts
30 minutes

Identifying and Addressing Foundational Skills 

Unfinished Learning 
15 minutes

Next Steps & Looking Ahead 5 minutes

Session Agenda:



https://tinyurl.com/NDE4Survey

Feedback Survey

https://tinyurl.com/ULW2Survey


Unfinished Learning Resource Recap



Coming Soon!

• Available from Student Achievement Partners (next week):

• Grade-level specific, essential content for literacy and mathematics. 
(www.achievethecore.org) 

• Nebraska-specific academic guidance (mid/late June):

• Core content and considerations for assessment, instructional 
materials, and professional learning 

• Will be available on Launch Nebraska.

http://www.achievethecore.org/


Upcoming Professional Learning:

• Thursday (4:30 p.m. CST):

• Summer Learning for Literacy

• Archived Sessions available at
• https://www.launchne.com/profe

ssional-learning-and-resources/

https://www.launchne.com/professional-learning-and-resources/


https://tinyurl.com/NDE4Survey

https://tinyurl.com/ULW2Survey

